
PRESS RELEASE: AFD Helps Keeps Vital Supplies Moving 
 
With an increasing reliance on direct deliveries to ensure that vital supplies – like medicines and 
food - are able to reach a nation locked down, the key role of AFD Software near Ramsey has never 
been more vital. 
 
All 31 million delivery addresses in the British Isles are recorded in the Royal Mail’s Postcode Address 
File – and this file is at the core of a huge range of delivery services – not only for physical products, 
it is also the foundation for strategic planning and delivery of key services.  AFD Processes the PAF to 
produce a suite of files from optical character recognition data for Royal Mail sorting machines 
through to multiple-residency details and geolocated addresses down to a 1 metre 
accuracy.   Organisations, including AFD itself, use this data to build products, services and systems 
that help to deliver parcels, route goods, register patients, identify students and a cornucopia of 
other applications.  AFD’s own products based on this file, drive the computerised systems used by 
some of the biggest logistics and distribution organisations in the British Isles, not just the postal 
service. 
 
Like any large database, the PAF file is constantly changing, and Royal Mail relies on AFD Software’s 
established expertise every month to ensure that the file is properly assembled, quality-checked and 
speedily shipped either electronically or on physical media via Isle of Man Post.  AFD also processes 
hundreds of daily updates to the file to ensure key organisations are fully up to date where this is 
critical – and in the last month alone, over 30,000 new delivery points have been added.  40,000 
organisations rely on this data as part of their supply chain systems. 
 
The most recent monthly run, involved the AFD team working throughout the weekend, and the 
team managed to resolve a number of challenges during the weekend with reduced staff, correcting 
errors from Royal Mail's other suppliers, yet still hitting the despatch deadline. 
 


